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. EDITOR'S PAGE

When the idea of "Forest Protectors" was first suggested several years
ago it was planned to get out four issues annually. Unfortunately, this was
not done this year. However, rather than let the 1957 season pass without any
issue, we present an edition of a combination of news items covering activities
since last spring. To be.sure some of the material is old, but should make for
reading pleasure for all forestry personnel.
The past season has been an extremely busy one for the Augusta office staff
With serious forest fire situations occurring in the spring and again in late
summer, important reports to be ready by a certain date line, frequent requests
for special studies, preparation of training school material and programs, pro
blems in pest and.disease control, soil bank nursery program, attendance at
meetings and conferences, preparation of exhibits and other activities.
The following are a few highlights of our activity programs:
In early May a serious forest fire situation developed with many fires
occurring, the largest"being the Sanford-Kennebunk-Wells fire of 17*000
acres. Maine joined the other New England States in a woods closure. This was
the 27th Governor's Woods Ban Proclamation since the law was enacted and was in
effect for 6-1/2 days. The total forest fire box score to date is 600 fires
and 26,230 acres burned. The hunting season of November is still ahead. We
hope the 1957 fire year will end without further forest fire trouble.
The spruce budworm and Dutch elm disease are serious problems. Extensive
field laboratory studies were carried out in northern Maine on the budworm this
past spring and summer. It is definite that 300,000 acres will have to be
sprayed in northeastern Aroostook County in the spring of 1958 at an approximate
cost of $300,000.
The cost of spraying is to be shared by federal, state, and
private funds.
New reports continue to come in showing spread of the Dutch elm disease.
The big jumps were into Jackman and T. 6, R. 9* WELS.
This disease has been
reported in 29 towns. An instructive, illustrated bulletin was prepared and
made available for free distribution describing the seriousness and control
measures of this disease.
The department's training program continues to be an important activity.
The annual spring fire warden training schools were considered by many as the
best yet held. Attendance records were broken for both state wardensand private
industry representatives.
Interest was high and subject matter was well pre
sented and discussed.
Intensive training sessions were also held for insect rangers and service
foresters.
Each year the department has been gradually integrating these training
sessions with members from other divisional activities. This has been a means
of bringing together forestry members for closer thinking and cooperation on
common problems.
The soil bank nursery at Greenbush received considerable attention this

spring and summer in preparation for the growing of 10,000,000 forest trees
to be made available for planting in 1959-60. This program is now well under
way and plans made for an annual 10,000,000 tree production. The principal
species planted were red and Norway spruce, and red and white pine.
Service foresters continued their good work in giving valuable aid and
assistance to small woodland owners. This public service has made many new
friends and is a source of encouragement in the program of better woodland
management.
The economy of Maine is dependent upon its forests and provides
nearly 40% of the total product valuation of all manufactured items. To this
growing economy the small woodland management program plays an important role,
together with the work now being done on large forested areas owned by industry
and others.
Now as the 1957 season draws to a close, the Augusta office staff wishes
to thank everyone for his cooperation in promoting the different programs of
the department under the able leadership of our forest commissioner, A. D.
Nutting.

Good luck this coming winter.

See you next spring.

AUSTIN H. WILKINS
Deputy Forest Coinmissioner
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OFF SEASON WORK OF FIRE WARDENS

Donald Ferguson
Bernard Hallowell
Norman Moody
Philip Barton
Charles Bragdo'n
Bert O'Neill
Guy Cook
Clifford Chapman
Wesley Birch
Bradford Woodward
David Grant
Harold Burgess
Philip Gray
Manley Bragdon
Maurice Weaver
Robert Stephenson
Joseph Rines
Harvey Saunders
Manley Nelson
Gordon Eastman
Fred Edgecomb
Norbert Dubey
Luther Snell
Tesla Watson
Robert Merrill
Perry Judkins
George Merrill
Donald Norris
Harrison Otis
Harry Noble
Helon Taylor
Dalton Kirk
Rodney Sargent
Harold L. Worster
William Dwelley
Merle Tibbetts
Gilbert Sproul
George McLaughlin
George Thompson
George Hill
Clyde Matheson
Donald Chambers
Philip Bradstreet
Herman Harrington
Willis Bean
Donald Lane
Duluth Wing
Donald Wilcox
Waylan Williams
Lewis Nile
George Fox

Masonic Temple
Marking trees for department and logging
Self employed
Pownal State School
Pownal State School
W.
Worked on house at Red Beach
Cut pulpwood
Highway - night patrol
Nothing - clean living
State Highway Department
Cut wood
Self employed
Drove Eastern Corporation truck
Bluehill Garage
'
Maine Forest Service
Penobscot Poultry Company
Liquor Commission - part time in woods
Self employed
Operated dwn garage
Logging at home
Snowplowing
Scaler, Wheatland Attorneys
Cut pulp, Great Northern ;

Scaler - Hugh Bartldtt
Truck driving - Florida - Armour & Co.
Night watchman - part time
Scaler
Farming .
Self employed remodeling kitchen
Cut hardwood pulp
Sick leave
P. E. Ward & Co.
Driving tractor - yarding
Drove pulp truck
Cut pulpwood
Truck driver
Cut logs
Mechanic, Eastern Corporation
Eastern Corporation and self employed
St. Regis Paper Co.
Cut pulpwood
Highway patrol
Sorting lumber in sawmill
Truck driver - Eastern Corporation!
Trapping and woods work
Night highway patrolman
Snowplowing and carpentry work
Cut pulp
Sawmill - Stratton Company
Cut pulp - Rangeley
Mill work

M

Gordon Eastman
Everett Parsons
Lloyd Shaw
Asa Harkey
Charles E. Markey
Everett S. Parsons
Maynard C. Atwood
William B. Conner
Kenneth Hinkley
Tilson Palmer
Scott Davis
Owen Cowan
William Davis
Stanley Sinclair
Willis Lane
Walter Hosford
Austin Brown
Arthur Jean
Herman McBreairty
Kenneth Hughes
Clovis F. Jandreau
Harold Pelletier
Annas Bridges
Lionel Caron
Clovis P. Jandreau
Ronald Ouellette
Arthur Bartlett
Laurence Metivier
Clayton Gifford
Stanley Drake
Arnold E . Shaw
Beecher Anderson
Stanley Greenlaw
Harold Weeks
Preston Holmes
James Holmes
Fred McLean
Chester Coding
Paul Chamberlain
Daniel C. Daigle
John Gibson
Luther Savage
Ronald Simon
Thomas Gardner
Lawrence St. Peter
Charles Mountain
Perley Eastman
Reginald Tucker
Lloyd Shaw
Duluth Wing
Vaughn Thornton
Oscar Gagnon
John Smith
Philip M. Webb
Everett J. Howe

A -

Logging
Scott Paper Company
Furniture salesman
Scott Paper Company, Greenville
Jack Richards - Walked stump roads
Wing Spool and Bobbin Mill
Lumbering and farm work
Scaled for Viles Timberlands at Seboomook
Sailed for Sun Oil Company
Agent, Pingree Heirs
Carpenter work
Northern Scaler
Self employed
Self employed
Carpenter work
Self employed
E. W. Tolman - Bolter
Cut pulp - Fritz Bartlett
Cut pulp
Trucking pulpwood
Scaled logs and pulp
I. P. Co. - loading pulp, also drove school bus
Supervising scaling Pingree timber land
Trapping
Scaling - Pingree Timberlands
Drove truck
Drove snowplow for I. P. Co. at Clayton Lake
Scaler
Eastland Woolen Mill
C.P.R. Loco Fireman
Supervisor, Pingree Timberlands
Mill work and potato house
Potato house
Scaler - Grafton Lumber
Trapping and traveling
Seller
Potato Inspection
Cut pine in Patten
Stumpage scaling
Making repairs at home
U. S. Air Force
Asst. Scaler - Pingree Timberland
t!
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Potato business
Night fireman - Machias Starch Company
Snowplowing, trapping beaver
Potato work
Furniture salesman
Sugarloaf snowplow
Scott Paper Company
Kings Arrow Pine Corporation
M. L. Bartley, oil man
Lumber mill
Starbird Lumber Company
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T. Allen Warman
Stanley Harrington
Everett Parsons
Asa Markey
Thomas Giroux, Jr.
Henry Gourde

Editor's Note:

Cruising - Scott Paper Company
Kings Arrow Pine Corporation
Wing Spool and Bobbin Company
Hauling pulp - Scott Paper Company
Hauling pulp - Scott Paper Company
Truck driver - hauling pulp - Scott Paper

Fallowing the custom of former issues, we are pleased to show
a partial list of the off-season winter work of a number of our
forest fire wardens. We have received many favorable comments
in regard to this and we are pleased to repeat again this year.

CHEER FUND
Blanche Violette's retirement left stewardship of the fund with Bill Wight
and Bob Nash. Blanche is, of course, missed both personally and as active secre
tary of the fund's accounts. She was not replaced due to the lateness in the 2
year term of office which ends December 31*. Departmental members should be
thinking of the three persons they desire to handle the fund starting in January
for 1958 and 1959.
Funds on Jan. 1, 1957 were $107. Approximately $150. has been spent through
Oct. 4, leaving a balance of $150.. to finish 1957* The fund is, therefore, oper
ating near a balanced "budget." All known obligations have been met. In some
cases notifications arrived too late to send remembrances. As always, successful
operation of the fund rests with all departmental employees in notifying the
Augusta office when remembrances are in order. These occasions include:
Illness of employees and their immediate family, or of retired employees or
mate.
Births to employees or mates.
Funerals of active or retired employees and their immediate family.
Resignation or retirement of employees.
The following remembrances have been made so far in 1957:
Severance:
Retirement :

Betty Johnson, John Walker, Evelyn Small— office.
Blanche Violette— office.

George Merrill— No. 5*

Sickness: Kay Larkin, R. Nash, A. Willis— office. Bob Smith— Management.
J. Rounds— Nursery. Ralph Bagley— St. Croix. George Merrill— No. 5* Howard
McCafforty— Passadumkeag. Robert Pomerloau— Musquacook. Charles Bubrule— Seven
Islands.
Funeral: Rex Gilpatrick (wife)— Augusta (retired). Clarence Clark— No.
Harvey Roberts (retired)— Beddington. Mr. & Mrs. Felix Morin*— Seven. IslaidLs.
Tesla Watson (Mother)— No^ 7* C. Weymouth (Father) No. 1. Donald Ferguson
(Father)— No. 1, and Donald Norris (Father)— No. 5*
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YOU HAVE YOUR TROUBLES?

Last June Johnnie Walker returned home after being South' with his family*
for a six-month session in the Service. With- the well going dry all his wife;'
could get out of the house faucet was a few big drips. Hiring a well digger
to dig 360'feet did no good. It took 'a 700' plastic pipe and pump to finally
get a water supply from a spring. Every time Johnhie turns on the faucet he
can visualize money which has gone down the drain.'

EXTRACTS FROM WEEKLY REPORTS
"Been a busy week, quite a few permits being issued, trying to.check each party
getting* a permit. When giving out the'permit we tell each one to wet fire down
anytime they leave camp, because we are gping to check them. We haven't found
a fire left burning yet. The boys Isend anyone they find camping without a
permit in to see me. I have a black violation book here in the office and
their name goes down in book. Don't think they will drive by next time.
Took Foster down to check Scott Papier equipment 'at Soldiertown Monday morning.
Pump started first crack, everything in first-class shape. I went up Canada
Falls Deadwater* Thursday, erected sigh on point of land in Alder Bay, no fires,
no camping. The duff on this point is deep and a drying day, a left fire could
-give us trouble. We are*having some trouble at Chen'ey Pond.
Fishermen are
driving into this pond by way of Jackman without permits. We will catch up with
them sooner or later. -*
"
'
Had Foster patrolling Clish, Penobscot Lake, Cheney Pond, Alder Bay, upper end
' -of Brassua Lake by plane Saturday A'.M. Thibodeau patrolled Round Pond.,: Poland.
Pond, Loon Lake, Big-'HuM^/Bear T o n d ^ i a s s i d y 'ahd' hpbStertake by plane Satur
day'P.M. *'This is very effective as th'e fiqhermen'are''-paesihg' the word around .
that the fire wardens are dropping in-bn them:.*"" '^
Vaughn Thornton - June 23
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Extracts from Weekly Reports Cont.
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"Had R o l f s plane, fly Foster into Penobscot. Lake, Cheney Pond, AlderBay,
Clish Pond on Friday. This trip would have taken him 3 days at least by Jeep
and foot, only 2 hours flying time by plane.
„
.: . J .
Folsom's plane flew Thibodeau,with canoe, motor, sleeping bag, etc., into Loon
Lake Friday P.M. Thibodeau covered Loon Lake, Big Hurd, Little Hurd, Bear
Pond and some of Loon Stream by canoe Friday evening and Saturday.r Plane'
picked him up Saturday night.
This is a quick way to get into these back ponds, a lot of time saved and
dropping in on these people unexpected they .are going to be a little more
careful in putting out their fires.
A very busy week, starting Wednesday night, up twice Wednesday night, 4 times
Thursday night, 3 times Friday night, 2 times Saturday night. Surprising the
number of people that know.nothing about fire permits."
^
.
a
Vaughn Thornton - June 2
"Thursday: Sanford-Wells-Kennebunk:
gas to MFS plane.

Worked on the fire.

Scouting and hauling

Friday? Wells: Worked on the fire. Had charge of a section of the fire line
in Wells. 41 University of Maine forestry students with Professor Randall
carried out the work on the fire line. I thought they did an excellent -job,
they had to work about 2 miles of fire line. The fact that they had some
training at school helped iimnenscly. When they were told to do.a certain job,
they already knew how to do it and they stuck to it for 10 hours. They were
dressed for the work, work clothes and boots.
Note: My general impression of the fir,e in woodland that had not been burned
before was that this fire did not burn to mineral soil. This was probably due
to the fast progress of the fire."
Dick Arsenault - May 16

"Kennebunk. E. L. Howard & Spn.
(MFS) Wanted a small pine and hardwood pulp
contract to use in salvaging burned timber. Went over his 43 acre lot. For
the past 8 years they had been cutting p. pine, r.. maple and scrub white pines
to improve the lot. Found a largo number of excellent quality w. pine scat
tered over.the lot in small clumps and some r. oak. The openings made by
cutting hardwood had filled in with w. pine reproduction. Showed him that
quite a few of his larger w. pine would live. Suggested they only cut the
trees they know will die, since they are going to do the work themselves and
have only a relatively short time to do it.
Sanford. Goodwin lot. With T. McConkey, U.S.F.S. forester examined burned
section of woodlot. He agreed that some of the larger trees had enough green
crown left to be left for seed trees. Found that on trees badly burned around
the butts the cambium had turned brown and the sap was thinner than normal.
Lavalley 90 acre lot. Also checked this lot with T. McConkey. Came to the
conclusion that very few trees would last out the summer. Besides having
burned out or badly scorched crowns, most of the trees were smooth barked and
all checked showed that the heat of the ground fire had killed all the cambium
layer around the butts.
Kennebunk.

Chauncey Stuart.

(EXT) Went through his burned woodland.

75% of
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Extracts from Weekly Reports Cont.
the selectively.cut area burned over, most of the trees too badly burned to
live. Wants to have trees that will die marked for cutting along with another
piece in back of the barn. He and his sons hope to get the logs out themselves
to use in building a tie up for their cattle."
. Dick Arsenault - May 18
Editor's Note:.

Fast action following fire.

COMMENTS ON SPRING WARDEN TRAINING SCHOOLS
Special training school for organized town
state.wardens:
"Beds pretty hard.
Food good. School sessions better than some have been.
Public speaking helpful and a good idea but most of us did not enjoy it."
'!I like the way the session was carried on and with a small group. I think
that the subjects chosen by the wardens for their talks and the discussion
afterward brought out the matters in which the wardens are interested. There
was valuable emphasis on the topics rather than the presentation.
In small
groups the wardens like to participate if not asked to go beyond their .capa
bilities."
"It was a very interesting meeting, especially having wardens take an active
speaking part on different subjects. It gives a person more confidence in him
self and builds up his ability to talk to the public."
"Public speaking very interesting subject. Although I found it very hard, -it
is. the only way we can learn, by trying and to keep at it."
"This program was more or less of a review of subjects taken the past few years
but each year I think the wardens are taking a more active part and asking more
questions than before. The questions for the most part were answered well,
although I believe there is some doubt as to the answers to some questions by
the wardens."
"In regard to the training school I would like to say that I got more out of it
than ever before. The schools are.always interesting and instructive but we
learned more' about how various problems are handled and it seemed to tie in
better with our regular work. Having a smaller attendance may have helped.
I
believe more warden participation also helped."
"I considered this a very good school. Although we are all inclined to gripe
at going, I believe they serve a,very useful purpose. We seasonal men need
the school to get us back on the ball."

"From the previous schools, which I have attended, this one has shown me
the MFD has taken a great interest in the people working for them. Such
as lodging and dining and many other things which they did to make a man
home. One other thing which I appreciated was how the members in charge
school went out of their way to help the men of the Department."
Paul Chamberlain

that
things
feel at
of the

-9Spring Warden Training Schools Cont.
"There were many interesting subjects this year. Talk on growing of trees, and
movies of the nursery and fire suppression. Many helpful points 'are picked up
at these training schools each year."
'
- -- .
'
i
Clayton Gifford
"Ashland - Attended Warden Training Session. Sat in on the small group training
sessions, and had a chance to talk with the wardens and patrolmen about manage
ment work.
I believe that through these small group Meetings, better cooperation
between the different divisions o f the department can-be"accomplished."
— Robert'W. Locke
"Found the school much more interesting this season, the most interesting part of
all the session to,me was "The^ Review of California Inaja Forest Fire Disaster"
and mapping, along with the method of sizing up a forest fire situation."
-' *
-- Harold Pelletier '
"Thought meeting was good this year. Movies were good this year. Still haven't
got courage to get up and talk."
"
- - '"
'
— Fred A. McLean
"Keep trying and it will eventually come easy." - Editor.
"As a member of the Maine Forestry Department, I recently was discharged from the
United States Air Foreep and l have learned; to appreciate what Was taught to me
in,my four years' career.. Now, coming back to the school which I attended in
Ashland last week, it has taught me a great deal of what I had to learn to work
in the department, such things as maps which I never had much dealing with and
also the compass and a lot of other things which I found very interesting. And
also one of the things which I really like is how the people went out of their
way to help us find good living quarters and the good meals at the Legion Hall.
In the future years to come, if I'm still in your department, I will be looking
forward to attending your schools."
— Daniel Daigle
"In regards to the school.held in A shland,1 think we learned more from it this
year because of the small class held in a small room. ,We were able to hear the
instructors and see the blackboards and charts better.
'
I would prefer a longer school session so that we could discuss and review the
subjects more thoroughly. Also give a test on the last day to determine what is
learned by the men in attendance. I would like to suggest that in planning the
school that mimeograph copies of the formula pertaining to the problems of the
subjects being taught, be prepared and distributed to those in,attendance." .
.
— Reginald R. Tucker
"I believe this was one of our best schools yet. A good many of our mistakes
were brought up and this is the only way to correct them. Hope next ,year'.s
school will be held at Ashland."
— John Gibson
"I think that this was the best meeting that we ever had. I learned more things
at this meeting than I ever did at any of the others. I was very much interested
in the Tree Farm Program. On the whole it was a very educative program."
— Ronald J. Simon
"Very interesting subjects brought up at school. This year again, I think that if
we can determine the rate of spread on fires is going to be of great help to us."
— Norbert R. Dubey
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Spring Warden Training Schools Cont.
"This school was the most,interesting that I have attended. Suggestion:
If there
was a program made up during the winter months.and sent to all wardens who would
be attending school and we had this program of subjects to be taught, it would
give us an opportunity to make notes in advance and ask questions. Everyone would
benefit more by it, as it is our school.
Would like the following subjects continued next year: Sizing up Fire Situation,
Weather Station and Drought Index, Campfire Permit, Equipment Management in Fire
Suppression, and Mapping."
— Lionel Caron
"The general session for fire wardens and industry at Waterville, Friday, was
especially helpful dealing as it did with matters most interesting to us in our
everyday work. Meeting and talking with wardens from the MFD gave us a better
insight into issuing campfire permits.
It should be an inspiration to the wardens to watch and hear Austin and Fred put on one of these meetings, their attitude being that the best they can give is
never too good.
i
— Howard Rowell
"The school this spring was 'right on the beam' - really interesting and one of
our best, also surprising how much had been forgotten in former subjects reviewed
at this school."
— Annas Bridges

FOREST FIRE SCENE EXHIBIT

The model fire scene that was built for the Eastern States Exposition at
Springfield, Massachusetts, September 1956, made four showings this past year.
It was used twice at the Augusta State Armory, once for the State Grange Con
vention and the next for the Augusta Sportsmen Show. In February of 1957 it was
set up in Concord, N. H., as part of the training program. Its primary use was
for a visual demonstration of the plotting of a control perimeter of a fire. It
also won many plaudits from the representatives of the many states attending the
school.
'
Mr. T. E. Mackey, of the Department of Lands and Forests of Ontario, Canada,
who was attending the Compact school at Concord, expressed a desire to use this
model fire scene as part of their display at the Canadian National Exhibition.
The exhibit was made available to the Province of Ontario and A. C. Willis and L.
Oberlander transported and set up the exhibit, which ran from August 23 to
September 7. The average attendance for this exhibition ran well over 100,000
per day.
The exhibit received many favorable comments and compliments. The Maine
Forest Service justfully takes pride in its exhibits, for the service continu
ally turns,out- exhibits that are eye appealing and deliver a very definite
message in one of the.many phases of the Fbrest Service's work.
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WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST
Blister Rust Control ribes eradication work.started in Maine early in May
and was-concluded for the year the latter part o.f September. Weather conditions
during the*-summer were generally good and little time was lost due to inclement
weather.
In general the infection on ribes was heavier than usual, particular
ly on skunk currants.
Due to better cooperation by the towns .in 1957 the program was considerably
larger than in 1956. Preliminary unofficial reports for 1957 indicate that
about 215,'000 acres' of control area were given treatments This is divided
roughly as follows: Maintenance examination 124,000 acres, pre-maintenance
work 92,000 acres.
It is of interest that only 1,650 acres of the 124,000 acres
of mainteance examination, or about 1.3%.required intensive work.
- Nursery sanitation work was done around the Orono Nursery.and annex.: A
nursery sanitation;zone was established and worked rarbu'nd the new Greenbush ^
nursery. Ribes'- were plentiful in the Greenbush area and Brad would gladly give
it all back "to the Indians.
.
Joe Pike will soon issue a challenge to see
with him in a beard growing contest. Perhaps he
long enough so he can wrap it around his feet to
in the Allagash region.
'
*.

if anyone, wishes to compete
is planning to let it grow
keep them warm while camping
' ,
.
,

A blister rust exhibit was included as part of the MFS exhibit at the
Eastern States Exposition.- District Leaders Pike and Calderara were in attend
ance at the exhibit and answered questions in an expert manner.
Blister rust exhibits were placed at the Skowhegan and Bluehill Fairs by
H. G. Bradbury and his assistant.
"Mr. Norman-R. Withee has been.employed by the.Maine Forest Service as a
full.time Blister Rust Field Assistant;in the.Belfast district. We hope such
full time assistants may be employed in the other two districts before the .
1958 ribes eradication season gets .under way.

THERE IS"A RESEMBLANCE

Joe Pike, District Blister Rust Leader,
spent a week or more in northern Maine
canoeing and fishing.
During this time he did not bother to
shave. Upon coming out of the woods
one day he ran into Rex Gilpatrick
at Urnsaskis and Rex immediately ex
claimed, "I'll be darned, if it i-sn't
Porcupine Pike!"
Comment:

I wonder if Joe realizes there is a 50^ bounty
on porcupines.
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ENTOMOLOGY
The field season started with the usual spring rangers meeting at the
Augusta laboratory in early May. The meeting was cut short in mid-week due to the
extensive Kennebunk fire which necessitated the Commissioner's calling for the cooperative assistance of all of our staff who responded whole-heartedly and in such
a manner that they were commended by the Commissioner.
.; On May fourteenth and fifteenth 1,000 acres were sprayed by airplane under our
direction cooperatively with the town of Warren for fall canker worm control,
while 100 acres were -sprayed with the town of York for gypsy moth control.
A twenty-page illustrated bulletin (Number 16) on the Dutch elm disease was
completed in June in time to be billed in the 1956-1957 fiscal year. This was
published to meet the demand by the public for a complete account of the disease*
its effects on elms* methods of spread, methods of prevention, and suggested pro
gram of action by municipalities.
It was received from the printer in August and
copies were immediately mailed out to all departmental members, news outlets,
municipal officials, garden clubs, women's clubs, civic clubs, institutions, P.T.A.
groups, ahd licensed arborists. Wide publicity was given to its availability and
many requests have been received.
Fire warden insect Collections started in'June and were maintained in good
numbers through the season. Total collections compared favorably with requested
numbers and those of previous years. General collections by the ranger staff were
somewhat lower than last year, due to these men being assigned to concentrated
detection work for spruce budworm and Dutch elm disease, Collections on these
particular projects were not sent to the Augusta laboratory.
Increased spruce budworm defoliation in 1956 caused intensified studies to be
carried out in 1957 with entomologists of the Northeastern Forest Experiment
Station.
Three field stations were maintained at Cross Lake, Portage Lake, and
the Olamon State Forest Nursery, where increased and widespread collections from
the eastern half of the state were Sent by the ranger staff and temporary help for
analysis of populations and parasites. An aerial survey of defoliation was made.
Egg mass numbers indicated continued high populations in 1958 in the northeastern
section. Thorough analysis of all field data caused the recommendation that
spraying be conducted in 1958 over 300,000 acres in the area from Grand Isle to
Portage, Nashville, Squapan, Chapman to Grand Isle. This was discussed at a
meeting on October sixteenth of the Commissioner, legislators, landowners, federal
and State entomologists. Plans were made to finance the operation through state
and landowner funds and federal contributions. Legislation is involved hence
final decision will not be known until November.
'The Dutch'elm disease increase plus increased'public interest necessitated
intensified scouting to which rangers were assigned for the greater part of their
time after early August. Equal diseased trees were found in 1957 as in all other
years since its first appearance in Maine in 1952. Through 1956 the disease had
been found in York County north to Biddeford; in Brunswick, Orono, Old Town,
Milford, and in Magalloway Plantation; Additional towns having the disease in
1957 were Saco, Portland, Westbrook, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, Cumberland,
Jefferson, Lincoln Plantation, Bangor, Jackman, and Township 6, Range 9 in Baxter
State Park. The findings in the last two towns point out that the disease may be
expected to be found anywhere in the state from now on. Immediate community pre
vention programs must be conducted on a municipal basis.
The staff is now completing permanent sample plot work on birch dieback,
beech scale, white pine weevil, and gypsy moth. Special study has been started on
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the balsam needle gall midge leading up to control tests next spring in eastern
Maine. Small swellings form in the basal half of balsam needles which drop prior
to the Christmas season. Heavy.infestations thereby.spoil the trees for.Christmas
use. Growers have deraahded'good measures for .control.
^ .
The Augusta laboratory, is being' expanded twenty-five feet lengthwise^ This
will give increased work space both in the laboratory and in the carpenter shop in
the basement. In addition, the long need for some;dormitory space for depart
mental men stopping in Augusta will be fulfilled.
Hen!ry (Doc) Peirson is once more feeling very well and is able.to get out as
desired.

SMORES

(by Clarence Clark)

I came on Storey Hill tower the fifth day of May,

The smokes were,so many, the skies they:were gray;
When I didn't see smokes it was because of the haze,
And I kept:"72'! "busy arunning all ways.
The smokes there were many, I see them by
, I sit on.the lower till my backside got
There were fertilizer bags, forest fires,
It kept "72" running from daylight till

the* score.
sole. - grasslands, and bark,
dark.

And then there were fires that I didn't sight,
One was at Westfield twelve-thirty at night.
When "72" arrived there, he was very much concerned,
.And before; they controlled it.several acres had burned.
Thanks to Squapan, he's a man that sure sees,
He called -in that fire while I was taking my degrees.
"350" got on it, and without much ado,
' ''
Had it controlled with an excellent crew.
Then the one at Fort Fairfield, which wasn't so good,
Before it was controlled, burned twenty cords of pulp wood.
He had no insurance, so he told the boss
And where the state doesn't reimburse was quite a loss.
And then the one at Perham, the biggest by far,
It started from grass on the farm of Thomas Tarr.
"72" got on it and I am pleased to say,
Had it controlled that very same day.
Then after awhile we got a small rain,

Now the smokes are all down, so I can't complain.
.1 hope it stays that'way all summer I mean,
For if we have no smokes, Maine will stay green.
I'll be on the tower and right on my toes,
I am not much at rhyming, I would sooner write prose.
And if there are any more smokes to be seen
Storey Hill will be there to help Keep Maine Green.
Editor's Note:

Since this poem was received we regret to announce
that Clarence Clark died on September 18.
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(Taken from National
Safety News) .

FRLLS'IN THE BIBLE

The Bible is full of references to falling, slipping and stumbling. ,In
many of the references, it should be noted, falling is considered in a spiritual
and symbolical sense, but many of the inferences are also applicable to physical
situations. The symbolism is inspired by man's instinctive dread of-falling.
Here are'a few of the quotations:
Then shalt thou walk in thy way safely, and thy foot shall not stumble. ^—
' Proverbs 3:2).
Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall.

—

I Corinthians

1 0 :1 2 .
Surely thou didst set them in slippery places.

— Psalm 73KLS.

Hold up my goings in thy paths that my footsteps slip not.
Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall therein.

— Psalms 17:5*

;— Proverbs 26:27*

For if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow; but woe to him that is
alone when he falleth, for he hath not another to help him up. — Ecclesiastes
4:10.
Let their way be dark and slippery.

— Psalms 17:5*

None shall be weary.nor stumble among them.

— Isaiah 5:27*

Wherefor.their way shall be unto them as slippery ways in the darkness.
Jeremiah 23:12 .
Cast ye up, prepare the way, take up the stumbling block out of the way of
my people. — Isaiah 57:14.
And many among them shall stumble and fall.

— Isaiah 8; 15*

Editor's Note:
We might add that one-fourth of our injuries during the last two years
have been due to falls.

Forest Commissioner Nutting traveled by airplane to Longview, Washington,
to attend the annual meeting of'the Association of State Foresters on Sept. 11,
12, and 13 .
It is an honor for Maine to have had Mr. Nutting "go through the chairs"
of the Association of State* Foresters serving as Secretary-Treasurer, President,
Vice President and member of the Executive Committee.
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F-IVE DAKLEL.IOHS, IN ORCREIIZuTIONS

! i : .jhy
.
,
' *
'',
. . L a ^ e n p e A,.\Appley
(Reproduced from American Management Association April, 1956 issue of Manage
ment News.)
Just as it taiies patience, persistence, and constant control to keep dande.lions from talking over and changing the character of a beautiful latrn, so it
talues patience, persistence, and control to resist certain-.perfectly natural
pressures within human organizations?. -There are normal characteristics in
people which constantly express themselves in group situations. Management
savvy, a sense of humor, and firmness are necessary if these characteristics,
are not to dominate an organization climate.
One of these dandelions in organizations is the desire of ..almost everyone to'
report to as high an executive level as p o ssible. That i-s. why presidents fre
quently have so many individuals reporting directly to .them without inter
vening supervision. That is what gives rise to the,perennial and sometimes
muddled discussions about executive span of control.
It is easy to understand
why an individual should want to be as high up in the organization as possible,
but this tendency has to be kept id thin bounds. Otherwise management inevita
bly finds itself in great difficulty at all levels.
A second"dandelion in organizations is the continual attempt to pass the buck,
to get decisions made at higher levels. Even though lower levels of manage
ment strongly demand decentralization of responsibility and authority, human
beings are paradoxically unwilling to accept final- responsibility for decision.
They try, therefore, to get higher authority to make or concur in the decision
so that if it proves wrong blame cannot be fixed solely on them. Constant
management effort is required to see that decisions are made at the nearest
possible point to the place where the decisions are to be put into effect.
Another dandelion in organizations is the demand for special reports. Unwill
ingness to learn how to interpret and use standard reports already available
seems to be a human characteristic. There is continuing pressure, therefore,
to have a particular report made., out in the way a particular manager wants it
made out, because that is the way he can most easily understand it. .accordingly,
the same information is available in many different sets of statistics. Often
you can find identical information in two reports that differ only in arrange
ment or layout. Management, therefore, must make an effort to train people in
how to understand and use standard reports. At the same time those who make
up the standard reports must be sensitive to the desires of those who use them
as to the kinds of information they want and need and the manner of its presen
tation.
A fourth dandelion in organizations is the creation of forms. I know of one
firm that has been quite successful for many years by charging a,s its fee a
percentage of the printing cost it saves a company by eliminating forms. A
form seems to establish a procedure and give it formal recognition.
There is
nothing in which human beings are more adept than in the establishment of pro
cedure related to their own activity.
If central control is needed for any
thing, it is needed for creation, use, and elimination of forms.
A fifth dandelion in organizations is unwillingness of people to select strong
subordinates---individuals as capable as or more capable than themselves. Tills
results from a perfectly natural and human fear on the part of an executive
that he may lose his job if someone is available who might do it better.
In
many instances, I am sure, people have been given ample reason to have such
fear.
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Unwillingness to pick strong subordinates, however, is a tendency that can eat
away like cancer at the innards of an organization.
It is far more serious
than a growth of dandelions.
Individuals who can pick subordinates as good as
or better'than themselves should he rewarded for it. They possess a precious
management skill that is a great asset to the organization. Much concern has
been expressed about this problem, but very little has been done about it in a
conscious, formal way.
. Dandelions in organizations highlight the unquestionable soundness of the basic
theory of scientific management. As originally crystallized by Frederick W.
Taylor, scientific management means a conscious, orderly approach as contrasted
with leaping things to chance.
One only needs to look around his own neighborhood to observe those who leave
their lawns to chance and those who care for them conscientiously in an organ
ized way. Lawns left to chance may be green from a distance and may need'mow
ing occasionally, but there is no depth of turf, there is a predominance of
dandelions, and there even are spots of mold and decay here and there. Where
you find heavy, green turf, without dandelions and other weeds and with the
fresh, healthy smell of well cultivated roots, you will find a scientific
manager.^
Dandelions will flourish and eventually will take over an organization unless
conscious, orderly attention is given to retarding and ultimately eliminating
them.
If dandelions did not have the encroaching qualities of dandelions, wo
would hot conqern ourselves with their control.
If people did not have the
healthy, human traits of people (some of which can be most annoying, but most
of which are delightful), we would not need management.

\

g, y ? < r? R E -/

Blanche L* Violette retired
from the department on
August 2, 1957) after 34
years of service, to accept
employment,with the Good
Roads Association.

Mr. and Mrs. Nutting entertained a group
of 40 people with a'lobster supper at
their home in Orono to honor Blanche. A
purse of $261.50 was presented to her,
together with a "Certificate of Apprecia
tion." The Nuttings also presented her
with a guest book which was signed by all
present.
Blanche will be missed.greatly by all,
not only for her fine work,, but also for
her willingness to be helpful to everyone.
We understand that she likes her hew work
very much and we wish her the best,.in the
years ahead.

=
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FOODS FOR MOUNTAIN MEN

The Maine Forestry District has a n u m b e r ' d fire stations which are
difficult of access, involving a long, hard trip to get to the camp. The
writer lias visited eleven stations in the Western Division and, of these,
nine involve a foot trip of at least two miles and all had a considerable
'increase in elevation in that distance. Kibby Mountain, for example, has a
five mile hike over two difficult mountains to the camp. Hence, getting
supplies to the camp is a major undertaking and no items dare be forgotten
since the nearest store is generally twenty or thirty miles distant. So it
is a problem to the new towermen in these areas as to what supplies to take
in. I have talked to a number of different men before setting out on such
packing trips and frequently they claim that they "want to;eat well and that
weights don't matter." But after the'first mile or two and the first thousand
feet of climb, the picture often changes and the packer begins to wonder what
items he can do without. So to sum up the situation, the question becomes:
How to pack light and eat well.
The heaviest item in most foods is water; so dried foods are the first
answer. Perhaps these foods were undesirable ten or twenty years ago, but
they are so much improved on today's market that they should be considered.
Powdered milk, flour, sugar, oatmeal, pancake flour, rice, peas, beans,
macaroni, and noodles are old stand-bys. But we can now add instant mashed
potatoes, instant pudding and pudding mixes, dried soups, sweet peppers and
onion flakes, and a great variety of cake mixes. About all of these items
are available in general stores but the super markets offer even more variety.
To these basic materials, add to the list canned meats and vegetables, particu
larly in small sizes; a one or two meal size, so the menu can be varied more
and spoilage reduced toa-minimum.
I might further add that if you are inter
ested in good and interesting dried foods beyond those already mentioned, there
are food companies which specialize in their preparation. Dri-Lite Foods in
South Gate, California, offers such specialties as cabbage flakes, Spanish
rice, and even a vegetable Salad, all packaged for individual servings and at
very reasonable cost. Lancaster and Berks Counties in Pennsylvania have
markets offering dried string beans, dried corn, and schnitz (dried apples),
and items such as theSe Can be found in some large city markets. And don't
forget prunes and dried apricots and peaches for rounding out the diet. Canned
nuts are good, too, and have a high caloric content.
Although it depends on the weather, a watchman can expect to get out to
the store perhaps every other week; so he can further vary his menu by taking
fresh meats and vegetables back to camp when he returns, using the meat in one
or two days. For further variety, potatoes, onions, and carrots may be added,
although they are heavy, they have little waste and can be kept for several
weeks.
Butter will keep fairly well if kept cool, but margarine needs much
less attention and keeps for longer periods. Preserves, peanut butter, and
jarred cheeses make, good and easily kept sandwich materials. Cocoa and instant
coffee have no waste, and such powders as Kool-aid are first-class with cold
spring water.
Although it involves more time at the stove, a great saving in weight can
be accomplished by doing one's own cooking rather than to carry in quantities
of canned prepared foods. Make a corn chowder or potato soup, for example, to
vary the meat-potato-vegetable supper. Bake a cake or pie, and if you have
gotten eggs safely to the camp, try a baked custard. But most any man will
agree that bread is his basic food and it sure is mine personally. Yeast bread
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is far superior to biscuits and it keeps better. Bread on the fourth day may
seem like it's four days old, but four day old biscuits are pretty poor fare,
^.nd bread baking isn't difficult; it just takes extra time and attention. A
small, compact cook book is available in.pocket-size edition.
A further precaution is to guard against leaving out important items.
Make your list, review it, and check it several times before you call it final.
Be sure you. check off the items as you stow them in the pack to make sure es
sentials are not left behind. If you forget the peanuts, nutmeg, or mustard,
you can get by all right, but it would be a real dilemma to find yourself
twenty-five miles in the woods without matches, salt,.or sugar.
However, when all is said and done, choice of foods is a matter of tase,
and what is one man's meat is another's poison; so one can't make a-list of
foods to.suit every man to take to the mountain.
Thp purpose of this writing
has been,merely to introduce one, particularly a new man, to the great variety
of foods he can tote up over the rocky ledges to his camp and still have en
joyable eating. A steady diet of beans, biscuits, and coffee can drive a man
off the mountain in despair, whether he.-is^ a lover of the woods or not.
,

William B. Conner

The poem quoted below was submitted by Bill Leighton - the Bard of Blue
Hill Tower.

. ,

-

Wardens must have perfect eyes,
Hairy chests and normal thighs;
They,must not be underweight And possess a level gait.
.
In each year the-Doc must find
Molars guaranteed to grind.
See your heart is pumping well,
and your lungs with ozone swell,
See. that both your ears are twins,
Each side where the hair begins;
That you have at least one nose,
And are free from hammer-toes.
Show no signs.of a disease,
Dandruff, heartburn, gout, or fleas,
Sport no blisters on.your shins,
, Or. other marked besetting sins.
You old "Jardens can get by
If you are a perfect guy.

.

wi.

The department has established the policy of requiring an annual physical
examination of all state wardens in the organized town division after reaching
age 50. The state pays for these examinations as it is believed to be a safe
guard against accidents which may lead to greater costs to both state and the
individuals.t -Although none of the individuals examined hayp been told the work
is too rugged for them, a basis, has been established for limitation of some
types of work for a few men.
In. other words, those responsible want to know if there is real need for
any limitation of activity. We might add that we have quite a few "old wardensget by" who are doing a very good job but admit that most of us aren't a per
fect guy."
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TAIL MOOSE STORY

(Editor's Note: From time to time we have heard stories, and reports re
garding moose getting entangled in our woods telephone lines. The following
two accounts "bring out positive proof that moose occasionally do cause trouble
with our telephone, lines. There may he other stories hut they have not come
to our attention/ We do know that &hief Wardens Harold Pelletier and Paul
Chamberlain have had sU'ch an experience.
In fact, Paul Chamberlain has the
best proof of all in the preserved horns and skull showing No. 12 wire and a
split insulator completely wrapped around the horns. With the compliments of
Paul Chamberlain, we have the horns and skull here in Augusta. , Any of you
wardens who happen to be in Augusta sometime should ask to see it as it is an
interesting study.)

From report of Supervisor Curtis F. Cooper, Div, 1, Fish & Game., Oct. 30,1955
Another moo.se became tangled in the Forestry telephone wire at Umsaskis
Lake and was partially freed by Chief Fire Warden A. F. Bridges, aided by
three hunters. '"As the animal got to its feet, he charged one member of the
group, and it became necessary to shoot it. I believe the shooting was justi
fied in that the animal, no doubt, would not have gotten rid of the remaining
wire.
This animal didn't require the lead as did the larger bull.which was shot
by Wardens Hasson and Perry on the Big Black River, which was, hopelessly
tangled in the Forestry line a short time ago. They reported hitting it 15
times in the head with .38 special revolver bullets and finished it with three
shots of 12 gauge 00 buck.
This brings a total of five moose known to have been killed in the
division since June, four bulls and one cow; two killed by auto, one by a
poacher who was apprehended, and two as a result of telephone wire. A total
of five were known to have become tangled up in the lines, but three managed
to free themselves.
It seems that as radio service is improving the lines are
not kept up as well, and an increase in moose makes a bad combination.

Smart.camper to Ranger Ed Werler, "What is the record time fr*om here to Chimney
Pond and who holds it?"
*
Ranger Werler to smart camper, "55 minutes. You will find the holder of that
record hitched to a tree at the lower end of the parking lot."
Smart camper found Nancy, the jackass, hitched to a tree at the lower end of
the parking lot.

Two rangers talking about cars in general.
Ranger 1 - "A set of brake linings
will last me about three times as long as they do the average driver. Do you
know why?" Ranger 2 - "Yes, you never take your foot off the throttle."
Sent in by Helon Taylor
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MAINE TREE FARIi PROGRESS
Three hundred and twenty Tree Farm applications have been received since
the program started in 1932.
^s of today, October 23, 1957* there are 231 active Tree Farms in Maine
with a total of 156,488 acres: 14 woodlands approved with dedication pending;
4 woodlands inspected and to the committee for consideration; 29 applications
received with inspections pending; and 2 woodlands up for're-inspection.
In addition to this, 40 applications have been'received with woodlands
inspected but found not ready for Tree Farm certification at this time.
It should be noted that Tree Farms No. 31 and 39 have been dropped.
The distribution of dedicated Tree Farms by counties is as follows:

Cumberland
Oxford
Kennebec
Androscoggin

30
27
23
19

York
Piscataquis
Penobscot
Franklin

16
13
12
11

Somerset
Aroostook
Lincoln
Waldo

'll
10
9
6'

Washington
Hancock
Sagadahoc
Knox

9
3
4
4

A recent application came from the International Paper Company concerning
their 66,000 acres of woodland located in the Mattawamkeag. District. An in
spection by members of the Tree Farm Committee was made between October 14-16.
We expect to have over 250 Tree Farms by the close of 1957*
The Outstanding Tree Farm Award for *1957 will be presented to Melvin Ames
of Sebec before the Maine State Grange Annual Meeting in Lewiston on Oct. 23/57*
Mr. and Mrs. Ames will be given a special luncheon by the Grange Herald and
will receive a Bronze Plaque and a new Chain Saw.
SHOELACES THAT STAY TIED
Do you have* trouble keeping your hoot laces tied? Here is a tie that's
easy to make, sure to stay tied, and quickly loosened even when wet. Lace
the hoot in the ordinary way; then, when you have pulled the string through
the top eyelet, return it through the sane hole to form a loop. Next draw
each lace through opposite loop, pull tight, and tuck ends in top of hoots.
They will stay put until you loosen them.
Miss Emma McCarthy, Pa.

Make loops and
dro,w lace ends
through them.

Draw laces tight
and insert ends in
hoot tops.
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HCW PEOPLE ACCEPT NET IDEAS

Some farmers will try any new idea; that comes along, while others will
accept an idea only after it is proven;in their neighborhood. A major concern
of agricultural leaders is that of narrowing the time gap between the early and
late adoptions of recommended practices. Some new ideas and practices are
accepted quickly and with little apparent effort, while others are accepted only
after years of effort on the part of agencies and leaders working with rural
people.
This lag between WHAT IS KNOWN RED WH.RE IS DONE by most farmers has been
the focus of considerable research in recent years by rural sociologists and
others. Despite the many gaps in our present knowledge, there is a need for
bringing together and interpreting the results of the various studies for use
by agricultural leaders and agencies.
The major purpose is to show the process by which ideas become accepted.
This diffusion process will be discussed from three points of v i e w : .
1.

The stages through which an individual goes from the time'he first
learns of an idea until he adopts it, and the media which are most
effective at these various stages.

2.

Some situational and group influcences affecting adoption.

3.

Some of the characteristics of farm people as they relate to rate of
adoption.
Stages in the Process of Acceptance

The acceptance of a new idea is a complex process involving a sequence of
thoughts and actions. Usually decisions are made after multiple contacts with
various communication channels. These contacts are made over a period of time.
For instance, the average time span from awareness to adoption of hybrid seed
c o m in Iowa was 7 years. Adoption of most other hybrid seeds has come more
rapidly. Changes which involve new skills or techniques usually require longer
periods of time. However, once an idea has been introduced and the process ini
tiated in any given community, some people can be found at all stages in the
process of acceptance. This process may be broken down into five stages as
follows:
1.

2.

INTEREST: At this stage the
individual develops interest in the
idea. He seeks more information ab

AWARENESS: At this stage the
individual learns of the existence
of the idea or practice but has
little knowledge about it.

it and considers its general merits.
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3.

EVALUATION: At this stage the individ
ual makes mental application of the
idea and weighs-its merits for his own
situation. He obtains more informationabout the idea and decides whether or
not to try it.

TRIAL: At this stage the individual
actually applies the idea or practice—
usually on a small scale. He is in
terested in'how to'apply the practice;
in amounts, time and conditions for
application.

/Try.,
-','R

'

Trial

5.

ADOPTION:
This is the stage of
acceptance leading to continued use.

An integral part of the acceptance process is the communication of informa
tion at these various stages.
Information is communicated through various'
channels which may be generally classified as follows:
1.

Lass communications media (newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and
circular letters)

2.

Neighbors and friends

3.

Salesmen and commercial dealers

4.

Direct contacts with agricultural agencies (professional workers in
Extension, Soil Conservation Service, Agricultural Conservation
program and Vocational Agriculture)
From the North Central Regional Publica
tion No. 1 of the Agricultural Extension
Service.

-231937 SUMMARY OF' WORK ACTIVITIES

Ediior's Note: It was thought that you might be interested in the varied, type
of activities being carried on by some of the districts. We are pleased to
print those activities that have been reported in by the wardens in respons to
a memorandum sent out by the forest commissioner.

Allagash District - Chief Warden Stanley Drake
!

. . : '' l Our major activities for the season were to keep up the St,. John River
telephone lines, Rocky Mt. line, Nigro Brook Line, Allagash PI. lines and
Allagash River line, chase numerous nuisance fires and keep tote roads open
for passing through and start building (cutting logs, 14,000 bd. ft., and
.<
hauling to mill and to new building site at Allagash) making
cement postsand
starting building. We plan to finish building the 24 x 26 building and do more work on tote roads to Michaud Farm and
Rocky Mt. Lookout Station, and if
time permits to do some, bushing on our main telephone lines.',
Mi

" *° - - - - - -

-

Aroostook Waters - Chief Warden Harold Weeks
We begin the spring work by picking up our telephone lines and replacing
seven miles that was taken down last fall for a road construction job. Besides
doing our regular work patrolling; contacting people in the woods and issuing
700 permits to date; we also cut and hauled to mill about 18,000 ft. of timber,
spruce and pine, had it sawed and hauled away and stuck to air dry. Painted
two camps outside. Have all camps supplied with fuelwood for another year.
During October we hope to complete a two-stall garage and possibly the camp,
also at Elbow Ponds, new living quarters for the patrolman in that section.

Chamberlain District - Chief Warden Frank Emerson

-

Summer has been full of telephones, radios, buildings, tools, campsites
and patrolmen.
Fall will be a time of preparation; of planning; of summing up.

Fish River District - Chief Warden Stanley Greenlaw
Summer activities here in Fish River have been pretty routine. No major
jobs have been undertaken this summer but as to fall work I would like to
mention three jobs named in their order of importance to me.
1. Cut wood for Deboulie Mt. Top.
2. Build a small boathouse at the Rock Slide large enough to house a boat
or canoe and to lock up supplies for the Deboulie watchman.
3. Cover the whole length of the Fish River telephone line and do a general
repair job.

.
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A 21' cedar square stern boat was built and was transferred to East Branch

District.

'

*W/

' Living room and kitchen of main camp have been remodeled with l/2" tongue .
and grooved knotty cedar. Floors have been finished with 4" tongue and grooved
spruce boards. Walls have been treated with one coat of shellac and two coats
of clear varnish.
A new 6'8' fire equipment house has been built and located at the south end
of Long Lake'T. 17, R. 3.
Wobd shed at Cross Lake Was moved 30 ft. from'main camp. Hose dryer was
also.moved to*theelront of storehouse to make it possible for a driveway. We
gravelled around the main camp which makes it a lot easier for us to get in and
out pf the yard.When traffic is heavy.
A building 10' 12' which was moved from Stockholm tower has been shingled and
stained. About 4,000 ft. of spruce and 1,000 ft. cedar were cut and sawed,
spruce to be used at Island Falls, cedar will be used on ceiling of main camp at
Cross Lake.
10 grills have been constructed out of scrap iron and placed at authorized
camp sites and lunch'grounds on Long Lake, CrOSs Lake, and Square Lake.
Plans for rest of season:
Finish- ceiling in main camp at Cross Lake.
grills will be made for camp sites and lunch grounds.

More

Mattawamkeag District'--'Chief Warden Willis Lane
We built a new woodshed at i'acwahoc 12 x 14 and filled it with wood. We
also moved the old shed over to the other side of storehouse for oil house.
Painted storehouse and cabin at Stacyville. Plan on cutting logs for lumber
another year. We also plan to build a four car garage at Island Fails this fall.

Musquacook District -'Chief Warden'Annas Bridges '
This season we have had a lot of telephone line maintenance due to bull
dozers and pulp trucks breaking poles and lines.
We cut eighteen thousand feet of lumber and are building a two truck
gara§b- at Clayton "hake. Have made some cdt# repairs atUmsaskis, a new .roof
on Priestly tower and plan to shingle Clear Lake camp.
, We h§ve fuel wood to cut for seven camps and hope to make more repairs on
buildings atUmsaskis.""

Number 9 District - Chief Warden Chester Goding
The activities of No. 9 district for this year consist of building a
garage and storehouse and repairing the old garage at No. 9 Lake, T. 9* R* 3*
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We painted Camp Violette, the Oak Hill.Watchman'scarrip in T. 8, R. 3* Also-'we '
had to move one half mile of our New England dial line and forestry line on the
top of No. 9 mountain in order for the construction of the radar station by the
U. S, Government.
He plan to cut bushes along ten miles of our telephone line this fall if
the weather permits.

Upper St. John District - Chief Warden Lionel Caron
In' this district to date we have had one small fire this season. We have to
call the pulp camp and talk with the men. This year we have.redoubled our usual
amount of fire prevention posters*
Improvements - Cut and had sawed and planed 16,000 feet of lumber. Built
a two-stall garage 24 x 26'. Repaired - painted a patrolman's camp at head
quarters. Painted patrolman's camp at Baker Lake. Painted house at headquarters
Plans for rest of season:
Bush tel. line from Hardwood It. toward Baker
Lake, haul gravel at headquarters, cut fuel wood.

Chesuncook District - Chief Warden Oscar Gagnon
Work performed - Finished digging septic tank, made forms and poured cement
for cement covers and walls of septic tank. Installed lavatory and flush in
bathroom'- piped water and installed pipe into bathroom. Built on a room over .,
to patrolman's camp, 21' x 1 C .
Room is not completed inside. Halting for
material to finish it. Built woodshed and washroom combination, over to patrol
man's camp. Not completed, still working on it. Building is 17' x 10'. This
work is besides our regular duties, patrolling telephone line maintenance, etc.
^ork to be done - woodshed and room to be finished at patrolman's camp.
Shower' stall and gas heater to be installed' in bathroom at headquarters. This
shower stall and gas heater hasn't come yet. Wood has to be hauled to Spencer
Mt. watchman. Wood has to be cut for patrolman's camp and headquarters so there
will be a good supply for next season. We have brush to cut on the Cuxabexis
telephone line and poles to replace. This is about what our program calls for
for this season except our regular duties, patrolling, fire prevention and
keeping our camp sites clean, inventories, etc.

Dead River District - Chief harden Duluth Wing
No special projects.

Considerable maintenance work done as listed:

Furnished one man most of season to help at Moscow. Painted all camp sites
and built seven new fireplaces. Repaired foundation on Bigelow watchman's camp
and carried up new bunk bed, cupboard and sink cabinets. Sprayed about nine
miles of telephone line with brush killer. Put new roof and underpinning posts
at Snow Mt. watchman's camp. Built new cupboards, sink cabinets, and refloored
Abram Mt. watchman's camp. Built tower shutters for Snow and Abram towers. Set
out trees, tarred part of driveway and made new sign to go at storehouse.

-
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Paint.ed storehouse outbuildings.
Repaired Bigelow Mt. tower steel and insulated
cal.,' Made Window supports to brace glass from inside of, cab. .Mowed all of
trails and most of telephone lines.

Moose River District - Chief Warden Charles Lumbert
Listing some of the work we have done to date: Williams Mt. - Tower 60 ft.
Cab 8 x 8 .
Tower completely painted, cab painted inside and out. 5 riles tele
phone line brushed in very good shape. Boundary Bald Mt. -.Tower 38 ft. - Cab
8x8.
Tower completely painted, cab painted inside and ount 7 Miles*telephone
line brushed very good. No, 3 Mountain - Tower 58 feet - cab 8 x 8 metal.
Tower completely painted, cab painted inside and out including roof. 10 miles
'telephone line brushed very good*.
Work remaining I would like to get done this fall. About 6 more days on
telephone lines Libby and NO. 5 should put all lines.in A1 shape for this dis
trict. There is some work to be done.on the new camp at Williams. I would like
to put on a* porch, to build a* small wobd shed plus a few odd jobs on the camp
that we did not have time to do. last fall, all our camps and towers would then
be'in Al condition.

Seboomook District - Chief Warden Vaughn Thornton

. . ,

We did more patrolling this year due to increase in activity and dry
season., Memorial Day, Fourth of July, August 4, and Labor'.Day we patrolled
back ponds by having Holt's small plane fly. each patrolman over his area.-'
Green Mt. camp finished up inside with veneer, walls,shellacked,.ceiling
painted white. Both tower trails bushed, Green Mt. trail sprayed with brush
killer, Little Russell tower steel painted aluminum. Camp- site shelter at
Caucomgomoc Lake reposted, painted, and one side of roof re-roofed.
New sign erected at headquarters, new division map made up and mounted on
wall of office. Walls in house, also woodwork, painted, new door put on clothes
closet.
Hauled gravel an! put 4". drip under hose drying rack, which should kill
out §?rass, and better drying conditions for hose. The two 5 HMA. Johnson out
boards repainted and new stencils. The three pick-ups, we installed new king '
pins and bushings in each. Built new canoe rack and side boxes for third pickup.
; i'
^
Canada Falls camp floor painted and at present we are digging a well at
this camp.
We have had two lightning fires to date with l/2 acre burned.

-

-

Planned for rest of fall: To complete well at Canada Falls camp. Build
chimney at headquarters storehouse. Shingle garage, camp, equipment shed at
Seboomook Dam.
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From the time we returned from the fire school until the 10th of June we
were busy on fires. We had twelve raning from a half acre to seven hundred
acres in size. Between fires we repaired the telephone line to make it usable,
a temporary job. Later we worked it over from the storehouse to Twp. j26.
Have cut bushes from Rocky Brook, on Airline Road to Wesley town line.
Ralph Bagley helped me spray bushes from
Crawford Corner to Love Lake. Not
knowing just how effective this spraying
would prove, we sprayed it over by hand.
We also sprayed by hand from the foot of Sally Hill in Crawford to Rocky Brook.
Have burned about half the brush that we have. cut. This was hauled to a gravel
hole and burned when it was raining. Will handle the rest of the brush when
conditions are right, the same way.
Cut and yarded 80 telephone poles for another year. Replaced old anchor
bolts at Cooper Tower with larger ones (guy wires). The rest of the season w,e
will work on. the telephone lines.
, ,
' .

Beddington District - -Chief Warden Luther Davis , .
Activities to date: Painted three sides of Beddington storehouse, completed
paint job on living quarters at Beddington. Have done qome painting at Bald
and Peaked Mts. Have shingled roof of camp at Bald Mt., also storehouse at
, <
Peaked Mt. Built porch on south side of lain River camp (south side of Airline
Road). Rebuilt porch on Main River camp (north side of Airline Road), also
painted both.* Cut, hauled, and had sawed 11,125' of pine and 5.345' of spruce,
transferred 13,000* to Cherryfield storehouse.
Cut 100 telephone poles for
Beddington storehouse, 25 for Main River River.
Installed telephone at Teco
Lodge, run l/8 mile new wire in Twp. 30.
Have extra bedroom partly finished at 22 Camp. Set l/2 mile of new poles
and wire on ground line to D e b l o i s a l s o approximately 1 mile of new poles and
l/2 mile new wire in Wesley. We have bushed and sprayed sixteen miles of line
on Route 9. Built new rest room at camping and picnic area at Tunk Lake, Twp. 10
We are planning to paint storehouse at Eagle Lake and finish painting
living quarters, also finish painting storehouse at Beddington and 22 Camp.
Have l/2 mile of new poles to set and new wire to run in Beddington on approach
to new bridge. In hopes to get started on repairing telephone line at Schoodic
Mt. Get fire wood for living quarters and cut 3!000' of spruce.

Passadumkeag District - Chief Warden Emery Lyons
Work that has been performed so far this year: Shingled storehouse, graded
around building, graded around Dobsis Lake camp, overhaul job.on Jeep, work per
formed on two trucks by George McLaughlin. The bushes are all cut around lines
on Passadumkeag Mt., some bushes cut on Nicatous lines.
This fall we want to finish storehouse, run basement floor, hang door for
basement, paint building, cut 10 or 15 thousand feet of lumber. Cut bushes on
telephone lines, build one mile of line to new storehouse.
Should put the water
into new building this fall.
(Editor's note: Emery is referring to his new
chief warden storehouse - 2 level entrance 26' x 50' located just east of Lee)
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Summer activities:
Built 2y'Miles of telephone,line.between K.nt and
White-Cap; Made concrete curb and house on spring atBrownville. Laid 200 ft.
1" plastic pipe to house. Added bedroom on camp at White Cap and insulated, ,,,
and sheetrocked the main camp. Built back porch on house at Brownville. Wired
for electricity camp at Howland.

St. Croix District - Chief Warden Ralph Bagley
Major activities: Long Lake Campground - Repairing caretaker's cabin, set
21 lights glass, 3 now screens and repaired door, new window finish inside, re
paired roofs on two bathhouses and large shelter, new seats on large table in
shelter, two new fireplaces and one tent plaiform, cleared fallen trees from area
and burned all slash, dug well 2' deeper, cut, burned bushes on camp ground road,
sprayed road and camp area, 265 Man hours.
Built 9 lunch tables with seats attached, 16 cords 4' wood given to Forestry
Department on Musquash tower road, sawed wood in 2' lengths, stored at Princeton
and tower campyard.
Shingled office roof, cut 8000' logs to saw, and boathouse foundation.
Started camp site at West Musquash Lake, Talmadge, and would like to complete the
job after the lumber is sawed.
'Fall plans:' Cut logs to repair the boathouse foundation at Grand Lake and
make repairs while the water is low, also the Princeton boathouse foundation if
the water goes down. Build new telephone line to,Musquash tower and move cab
from Musquash tower to Pirate Hill tower if .the Air Force completes the new cab
at Musquash and our tower is to be taken down.

Rangeley D i s t r i c t C h i e f Warden Kenneth Hinkley

=.

Most of our work this season has been on buildings. Removing one, con- j
structing another, and remodeling a third. We have painted two towers inside . .
and out and three camps inside and out.

Saco Valley District - District Warden L. Clayton Weymouth
Up to date there have been many small and one very large fire.
In the Spring we checked over all telephone lines and rebuilt the Ridley Hill
and Atherton Hill lines.' Opportunity and Atherton towers were wired for light-,,
ning. Installed pipe flag poles at Opportunity, Atherton and Ridley Hill towers. Built chimney at Atherton Hill camp, at Gorham and Cornish storehouses and at Dry
Mills house. Sprayed Ossipee Tower phone line with brush killer. Put in well
at Dry Mills, piped water to the house and have a large part of the interior of
the house completed. Put in well at Cornish, have the plumbing nearly completed,
built platform, back steps, built on rollway cover and doors.- Made minor repairs

t

-29to landing, stairs, catwalk at Ridley Hill.
Plans for the fall: Paint with metal primer and aluminum paint the roof
of the Alfred storehouse. Wire Ridley Hill tower for lightning. Expect to
put in water pipe from well to Cornish house as soon as pump, fittings, etc.,
arrive,
If present dry weather continues we expect to be busy with fires as our
drought index at present date here at Alfred is 885.

Mt. Zircon Spring District - District Warden Wilbur Libby
New storehouse at West Paris 30' x 50' on two levels is completed. A new
house will be closed in this fall at Lovell on a new lot across from the Country
Club.
Murray Decker, watchman at Pleasant Mt., had an unfortunate turn of events
when coming down the trail in his Jeep. The Jeep slipped out of gear, the brakes
failed and he went off the road and rolled over. Murray went to the hospital
with a fracture of the pelvis which luckily did not involve the hip joint. He
is expected to be out around by the time you read this.

Arnold Trail District - District Warden Howard Rowell
The 1957 fire season began suddenly and with unusual intensity in May with
three major fires of from 600 to 2,800 acres in two days, as well as several
smaller ones. We have had over 50 fires so far this season. Because of dumps
being the cause of two of our major fires, we have tried to place emphasis upon
their location and maintenance in the effort to make them safe for fires.
In
so doing, we cooperate with town officials and are ever mindful of public
opinion. I have tried to make extra effort to gain compliance with our roadside
slash laws.
All of our towers are wired for lightning protection.
woven wire for safety.

Two are with the

A 300 gal. tank with pump has been put on the Army truck and should prove
to be a very useful piece of equipment.
We have used the Smokey suit in our public schools, while in another part of
the district films were being shown. Both were well received and impressive excellent prevention training for the youngsters. The Smokey suit has been used
in five firemen's parades during the summer, as well as at a Boy Scout camp. We
work with Boy Scouts for six weeks at Bomazeen on fire prevention and the use of
hand tools.
The lot back of the New Sharon storehouse has been cleared of brush so the
house may be seen from the new road. It is a noticeable improvement. The three
storehouses and two towers have been painted this year. We believe in the public
relation value of attractive and well kept lawn and headquarters.
We have held one series of town warden meetings this fall and expect to call
another series later. We speak of the meetings just held as ladies' night as
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the wives of the wardens are invited. John Chadwick gave a talk on the Dutch
elm disease and showed slides about the effect of the-disease.. Two fire films
were also shown. - Refreshments were served. The.wardens.and their ladies seem to
like this type of meeting and the discussion at the close of .the meeting as, well
as the favorable reports following would indicate that much interest was aroused.
-It is our-aim that the close of the season finds-us.with roadside slash and
portable sawmills in the best possible condition.

Damariscotta Lake District

District Warden Waldo Clark -.

Activities': Spring'-*'We started the^season with-more fires than usual.
Total Of 78 to date. Incinerator and rubbish, burning the greatest in number
while lumbering was the cause of the largest and most expensive ones. However,
all. were controlled the first day. Town fire plans were revised and all town
wardens .contacted personally. This I believe mdsntesg.ential..-Equipment.losses
very!.sipallW' Many"man hours were exchanged, withrOther districts.
1 believe iwis
creaies^gqOd Will and tehds' to better acquaint each other with'th.eir problems.
Summer - Many public-relation contacts-were made, especially in enforcement
of the dump law.
Several private and one town dump closed and four corrected.
This requires many hours of personal work with town officials.
I believe real
progress is being made.
Several meetings with volunteer fire departments were
held on the town forest fire warden level. This type, of a meeting is paying
dividends.
It gives the little fellow an opportunity to express himself. This
is very important.
I have had more court cases and convictions than any year
previous.
Fall - Now'that inventory has been completed all efforts will be made to
complete construction of living quarters at Union.* The storehouse has been moved
to a new location which gives us more room and a good'water supply. It is fair
time and as usual We attend all that request truck and the distribution of litera
ture. A fine chance to sell fire prevention I believe.

Heart of Maine District - District Warden Earle Williams
The first thing on the agenda was town warden contacts and revision of toiyn
fire plans. About this time, after completing same, we had a rash of fires and
considerable-hiie-was spent-afterwards caring for equipment and helping with
damige "estimates and reimbursements.-- .Prevention work was done whilp.. town warden
contacts were being made; also, slash, violations:corrected.
This district
supplied labor for lifting.and'transplanting tre-qs at Orono.Nursepy, also for ,
plumbing and building construction at Greenbush-Nursqry. All towers In this dis
trict have been wired for lightning and all metal towers, except Rollins, have
metal safety screen installed. We plan to complete this by fall.
"The house at Newport is nearing completion, and'we hope to finish by fall..
This tall we plan one more round of town warden contacts (at least) at .which
time a concerted effort will be made on correcting slash violations.
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Bill has been tied up on Nursery work a good deal this summer so Luther
Davis, Chief Warden of the Beddington District, has carried much of the work
load down there.
Living quarters at Cherryfield are nearly completed. A four stall 3b x 48'
pole type garage will go up at this location this fall. This will help house
some of the surplus equipment which the state has acquired without cost. In
cluded is an Allis Chalmers Model M bulldozer, a Ford 1§- ton rack truck, and an
International truck equipped with a 35 g.p,<.m. high pressure Bean pump and tank.
This equipment will be headquartered during the fire Season at the Beddington
District headquarters. The International'was used as a crash truck at an air
field. It is expected the tank will be rebuilt to get a lower center of gravity
for rough going.
A Talladega middle buster plow will be tried on the tractor this fall if the
hitch can be redesigned.

Northeastern District - District Warden Robert Pendleton
Tes Watson has been putting a cellar under his living quarters at Washburn.
Tes lives here the year round and this will improve the quarters a good deal.
Wally Townsend has been assisting at Island Falls on building a garage for
that headquarters.
Clarence Clark, watchman at Storey Hill in Wade, passed away September 18.
He had been watchman there since 1953* He did an exceptionally fine job of
grading the grounds, clearing a garden spot, and in general making the Wade
facility more livable. It will be difficult to replace him with as dependable
and loyal an employee. Mrs. Watson is finishing out the season at the tower.

Maine Forest Service Exhibit at Springfield

Department's exhibit at Springfield Eastern States Exposition' in September
was devoted to Entomology and White Pine Blister Rust Divisions.
Feature was a
model scene of spruce budworm control by airplane spraying including airstrips,
supply, supervision, radio contact, and featured by a moving plane "flying" over
the forest and emitting the spray. High interest was shown by the public and
many favorable comments were made.
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THE FIRE LOCATOR MISSIIE
In August the Maine Forest Service experimented with this missile.
It
qan.be .dropped T?y airplane in vicinity of a lightning-strike or small fir,e.
*Tlie loud screechy noise which comes from the missile .can he heard for l/,2
to'j. mile, according to the terrain. It would he relatively easy for a
ground, crew.to follow the sound, and immediately locate ,and extinguish the
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Telephone Communications
During a field trip last summer with Supervisor Pendleton the subject of
telephone versus radio was discussed.
It.was agreed that there were areas
where radio could replace the telephone while in other sections it was still
important to maintain the telephone in conjunction with radio to provide an
efficient communications system.
The discussion brought out the unusual case and problem of reaching Chief
Warden Harold Pelletier at St. Pamphile from Island Falls by telephone. The
call originates at Island Falls and then passes through the Sherman, Bangor,
Quebec City, St. Anne, St. Prosper and St. Pamphile exchanges and finally to
the chief warden headquarters.
Editor's Note: Believe it or not, it costs less to complete this call than a
call from Island Falls to Bangor.
If there are other such interesting and in
volved telephone calls, we would be pleased to write them up for future "Pro
tector" issues.

Kncwle's Sawmill. As is the case whenever I pass a sawmill I gave it the once
over and as 1 did I saw a wisp of blue smoke coming up from the top of the hill
where the slabs are dupuped and logs stored. Realizing that no fires would be
around a mill under the dry conditions we have had this week, I turned around
and came back to the mill. The crew had left but Knowles was still there. I
asked him if he was burning trash up back and he said no. I told of the smoke
I had seen. He ran for an extinguisher. I had my Indian pump plus a shove].
We found a small blaze burning in slabs and sawdust. It was small about a h
foot radius but burning hard. We cooled it with water and then I dug a trench
around in case there was fire in the ground. The fire was caused by sparks
from the exhaust of the old slab track.
From Bill Adams' Weekly Report 5/8/37

Anna Read, of the Augusta Office, was married on August 31* Upon her
return from a honeymoon spent in New York, her pay check was held up by the
State Controller, the reason given was "No authorization from the Personnel
Board."
In the old days, the parents' consent was all that was necessary.
everybody wants to get into the act!

Now

What do some foresters know about baseball!?? It seems that Bob Dinneen,
hearing so much about Ted Williams during the baseball season, asked his wife
"How is Ted doing in the World Series?"
Evidently the Forestry course does not include baseball.
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Miscellaneous Cont.
Two of our elderly retired members of the department, John and Eunice
Mitchell of Patten, celebrated their 62nd wedding anniversary on September 23*
John was chief warden in the East Branch District from its formation until 1946.
Both maintain keen interest in activities' b f .the- department .-and still suffer
through dry fire periods. Both are still active.' Eunice at 82 is interested
in town -affairs, while John at 84 flexes his muscles on the woodpile daily
keeping himself in readiness to take charge of a job.

MAINE'S CONSERVATION WORKSHOP SCHOOL
For the first time in the history.of faine,workshops in teacher training,
dealing with wise use of Maine's resources, were held. ...The site for this new .
program was at the Christopher Lake Campus, Bryant Pond, of the Conservation
Education Foundation.-. The training program was .'Under the direction of Lawrence
Stuart of the Department, of Inland Fisheries and Game in cooperation with the
University of Maine and the teachers' colleges. Two worshops of.three weeks
each were offered and teachers were able to earn credits at either;the.graduate
or under-graduate level. In addition to the staff of college instructors,
resource agencies such as Forestry, Agriculture, Soil Conservation, Sea and
Shore Fisheries, Inland Fish and Game, and State Parks contributed personnel
teaching services. Most all classes were conducted outdoors and dealt with the
large areas of soil, water, forest, and wildlife.
Maine Forest Service was allowed three days of the total fifteen days
available to present their program. A training.team made up of Forest Commis
sioner Nutting, Austin Wilkins, Fred Holt, Joel Marsh, ,Robley. Nash,. Robert
Dinneen, M. R. Mulholland, assisted by other staff members, covered topics per
taining to the different divisions of the department. The emphasis in all these
presentations was to acquaint the teacher with the ecological principles in
volved so that they might better interpret natural science training.to children
and relate their teaching to the actual Maine scene.
A permanent long range program has been set up calling for annual courses
in all natural resources at the Bryant Pond Workshop Center. The Maine Forest
Service is pleased to be a part of this important work of youth education in
forest conservation.
Four separate schools are planned for 1938. Joel Marsh
is the official representative of the department at faculty meetings of the
Conservation Workshop staff.

Carlton Merrill was re
cently working with some
of the boys at. the
Entomology Laboratory
dragging heavy stones to
a nearby pit. Afterstopping they released
the drag to push the rocks down
the banking, then the truck started
rolling forward. You should have
seen Carlton run!! He reached the
brake just in time, stopping the
truck as it was about to go over.
Comment:

There is some life in the old boy yet

